ADL dependence and perceived health among elderly deaf sign-language users: a comparison with a matched group of elderly hearing people.
The main purpose of the study was to investigate dependence in ADL and perceived health among elderly deaf sign-language users and to compare these findings with data from a matched hearing elderly population sample. Data on the deaf population were collected through assessments and structured interviews in sign language. Data on the hearing population were retrieved from the Swedish National Study and Ageing and Care (SNAC), while only a few variables from the questionnaire were used in the present study. Each deaf individual was matched by three hearing persons. Matching was performed according to gender, age, and living situation. The main finding is that elderly deaf sign-language users are more dependent in ADL but simultaneously report better health than their hearing counterparts. The differences in ADL dependence can be explained by factors linked to the communication problems experienced by deaf sign-language users, but also by cultural factors. The better health reported by the deaf sample may be attributed to adaptive mechanisms that deaf sign-language users have been claimed to develop. This research provides new information on a vulnerable group of elderly people, i.e. deaf sign-language users, that has previously been given little scientific attention.